World Vue
Global Vue Collaborative Meetup

World Vue
World Vue is an initiative for the Vue.js community focused on community
building. We host community-led events for the global Vue.js community as
we collaborate with different Vue.js communities from around the world.
Our goal is to bring all Vue communities together and create a place where
we can all share resources and knowledge.
Each event will feature members of local participating communities; every
location can provide a speaker as we broadcast around the world bringing
new and seasoned speakers to everyone. All Vue.js communities are
welcome and encouraged to participate.
Our last event had 1749 tickets sold, with up to 800 people attending the
event at the same time via zoom and YouTube. While we don't have a
complete list, we know that we had dozens of countries participate,
including India, Spain, Nigeria, Ukraine, Argentina, Thailand, Berlin, Brazil,
Philippines, Finland, South Africa, Connecticut, Canary Islands, Russia,
Bangladesh, Belgium, Mexico, USA, Switzerland and Austria. A recording
of the event is available here: https://youtu.be/TZ9wXKVQSWo

Location
These events are hosted and broadcasted online. When possible,
communities can choose to meet in person and broadcast the event with
their community to create a more interactive environment. The event
information can be found in Eventbrite and will eventually have a page in
the Vue Events site.

Sponsorship Packages
Interested in sponsoring our event and give back to the Vue.js community? We plan to
use this sponsorship to help other Vue.js communities grow. This might include help
with transcripts for translations, local event sponsorships, and other resources.
Platinum sponsor: $1000 (Limit 1):
★ Listed as main sponsor on our website until next event
★ Name in the respective section on event site
★ Mentions in select official event tweets
★ Logo will be in the sponsorship slide during the event
★ Logo will be in any official event emails
★ Opportunity to give a lighting talk (up to 5 minutes)
★ Opportunity to give a sponsor talk (1 minute)
★ Opportunity to choose lightning talk slot
★ Persistent logo on all hosting slides
★ Opportunity to include promotional material (i.e., stickers / brochure) in swag
packs that are sent to each participating community (when feasible)
Gold sponsor: $500 (Limit 2):
★ Listed as main sponsor on our website until next event
★ Name in the respective section on event site
★ Mentions in select official event tweets
★ Logo will be in the sponsorship slide during the event
★ Logo will be in any official event emails
★ Opportunity to give a lightning talk (up to 5 minutes) or a sponsor talk (1 minute)
Silver sponsor: $200 (Limit 3):
★ Name in the Silver section on event site
★ Mentions in select official event tweets
★ Logo will be in the sponsorship slide during the event
★ Logo will be in any official event emails
★ Opportunity to give a sponsor talk (1 minute)

If you have any questions about sponsorship, please contact
marialamardo@outlook.com for more details.

Event organizers
Along with many other communities, these are the people behind the World Vue events

Maria Lamardo
marialamardo@outlook.com | @marialamardo
Front End Engineer at Pendo
Vue.js Community Partner
World Vue Founder
Vue School Instructor
Accessibility Advocate
Devs@RTP Founder
Vue Raleigh and Triangle Accessibility Co-Organizer
Front end engineer and Board Certified Assistant Behavior Analyst
who is passionate about web accessibility. As a community
organizer, Maria believes in the power of bringing people together
to create something greater for our community.

Rob Axelsen
rob@rob.ee | @robaxelsen
Front End Developer at EBCONT
Vue.js Vienna Founder
viennaJS Co-Organizer
Front End Developer at EBCONT and serial meetup organizer. Having
founded 3 meetups his passion is creating and fostering environments
where code and people conjoin in a friendly and supportive way. He is
currently organizing Vue.js Vienna, viennaJS, vienna.go (Golang), and
freeCodeCamp Vienna.

Ben Hong
ben@bencodezen.io | @bencodezen
Senior DX Engineer at Cypress.io
Vue.js Core Team Member
Vue Mastery Instructor

Senior Developer Experience (DX) Engineer at Cypress.io
and Vue Core Team member. He is a developer / educator /
psychologist hybrid who is passionate about creating
products that help to empower people with new skills and
knowledge.

